As per the tradition of AECS MMPS, this year the Creative Paradigm 2015-16 was held on
21st August 2015 with lot of creativity, excitement and zeal. For the project day, all the
classes from Grade I to X were given a choice of different themes.

MILK : “White Revolution”
Students of grade I F and II C explained about Importance and types of milk, Nutrition
from milk, products that are made by milk, few famous milk companies like Nandini,
Heritage, Amul etc. Apart from this the process of purification, packaging and uses of
milk were also explained by students with the help of beautiful models.

Herbs
Under herbs topic significance and uses of many herbs were explained by Grade IC and II
B students. Students displayed variety of herbs and spices like Basil, Bay leaves,
Cardamom, Chives, Coriander, Dill weed, Fennel, Lemongrass, Thyme, Rosemary,
Aloevera, Avacado, Mint, Origano, Parsley etc. students wore caps which were decorated
with herbs.

Ancient and Modern Transportation
Grade I E students explained about Ancient Means of Transport with beautiful models
and charts. Under this topic different means like Carts and Wagons, Animals like donkey,
mules horses, oxen, camel and elephants which were used as means of transport were
explained. Steam engine, Trams, Dog-out canoes, Egyptian reed boat, medieval ships, Hot
air balloons, Blimps, Zeppelins were also explained.
Under Modern Means of Transport Grade I A students explained about modern means of
transport like buses, scooters, cars, bicycles, autos, trucks, Modern and improved railway
system like metro, boats , ships ,steamers and submarines, aeropalnes,
helicopters,rockets etc.

Discoveries and Inventions made by Indians
Grade I B and II A explained about different inventions and discoveries made by Indians
with models and charts under which Tribute to APJ Abdul Kalam was given by briefing
his contribution for launching vehicle technology and other important inventions. Some
of the other inventions included ‘Principles of differential Calculus and its application by
Bhaskaracharya, Contribution of Aryabhatta and Bramhagupta in Mathematics and
Astronomy, Contribution of Kalpana Chawla and Rakesh Sharma as astronaut and
cosmonaut etc.

Extinct and Endangered Animals
Students of grade I D and II D explained about importance of animals in our lives and
how they help us and the reasons as why the animals are getting extinct. They gave
information on various extinct animals like Gold toad, Blue ringed octopus,Woolly

mammoth, Irish deer, Dodo bird , Cave lion, blue whale , Quagga, etc. They also briefed
about some of the endangered animals like tigers in India. Beautiful models of animals,
birds, sanctuaries were displayed.
There were other themes like : Different types of Jobs and Employment sectors like
Hotel Management, Cottage Industries, Archaeological department, Life sciences,
Banking and Agriculture was depicted by Grade 6th 7th 8th . Grade IX/X depicted Freedom
struggle in the form of dance drama and Grade III/IV / V worked on the theme Weather
changes and Waste Management around the world.

Over all this big event of the year was a great success. This was only
possible because some of the parents had also put in equal efforts
towards making models and charts along with teachers and students.
AECS would like to thank all the parents who have contributed to make
this CREATIVE PARADIGM 2015-16 a great success.

